
LINKING WORDS 

 

A) CONTRAST OR OPPOSING IDEAS: Although, while, in spite of, however,  

    nevertheless, but etc. 

 

ALTHOUGH : aunque 

            Although she spent all afternoon on the project, she didn´t finish it. 

          

            WHILE/ WHEREAS: mientras 

             He is tall while she is short. 

             My sister is dark, whereas I am blonde. 

 

             IN SPITE OF + NOUN/- ING: a pesar de 

             In spite of their wealth, they aren´t happy. 

              

             BUT : pero 

             Tom studied hard, but he failed the exam. 

 

             HOWEVER/ NEVERTHELESS+ CLAUSE: sin embargo 

             John flat was on fire. Nevertheless, he didn´t panic. 

 

B) COMPARISON : like, similarly, as if/ as though, both, as+adjective+as etc 

              

             LIKE/AS IF/ AS THOUGH :  como si 

             It looks like it is going to rain. 

             She behaves as if she is rich. 

              

             SIMILARLY: Asímismo. 

             A glass of milk before you go to sleep. Similarly, a hot bath could do the trick. 

 

             BOTH …AND: Tanto …. Como 

             Both Ana and Kate danced very well. 

 

             AS + ADJECTIVE+ AS:  tan…… como 

             Their house is twice  as big as ours. 

 

C) REASON, CAUSE AND EFFECT: because, since, as, so that, in order that etc 

 

             BECAUSE: porque 

             The road is closed because there´s been an accident. 

 

             SINCE: puesto que, ya que 

             Since she isn´t at home, we´ll go out without her. 

 

             AS : como 

             As I can notice  you have had your hair cut. 

 

             SO THAT + CAN/MAY/ COULD/MIGHT: para que   (Purpose) 

             I´ll help him so that he can finish early. 

              



SO AS TO: para que     (Purpose) 

             He studied hard so as to be the first. 

 

             IN CASE: en el caso de que (Purpose) 

             Make a note of your appointment in your diary in case you forget about it. 

 

D) TIME AND SEQUENCE: when, while, first of all, secondly, finally etc. 

             WHEN: cuando 

             When he was in Welsh, he met the President. 

 

             WHILE: mientras 

             Someone called me while I was studying. 

 

             FIRST OF ALL: En primer lugar, para empezar 

             First of all, I´d like to thank my mother. 

 

             SECONDLY/ THEN: En segundo lugar, a continuación 

             Then, I must thank everyone involved in making this wonderful film. 

              

             FINALLY: Finalmente 

             Finally, I want to thank you, my fans. 

 

E) RESULT AND CONSEQUENCES: therefore, thus, as a result, consequently etc. 

             THEREFORE/THUS: por esto 

             The hotel was fully booked. Therefore, we stayed at a guest house. 

 

             AS A RESULT: como resultado, en consecuencia 

             I had forgotten my passport and as a result I couldn´t cross the border. 

 

             CONSEQUENTLY : en consecuencia, consecuentemente 

             He didn´t work hard. Consequently, he lost his job. 

 

F) ADDITION AND EXAMPLE: and, moreover, in addition, for instance, such as…  

             AND: y 

             She is clever and rich 

 

             MOREOVER: además 

             Petrol price will increase in two days, moreover unemployment will reach its 

             highest point in this year. 

 

             IN ADDITION: además, por otra parte 

             My  parents are going to sell their car . In addition, they are thinking about 

             travelling around the world. 

 

             FOR INSTANCE: por ejemplo 

              They visited a lot of countries, for instance China, Iran, Russia etc. 

 

             SUCH AS: tales como 

             There are many things you can do in your free time such as siwimming, 

              walking, hiking etc.   


